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**The usual question:** Over the past 30+ years as a consultant in the field generally known as human factors engineering (aka usability engineering), I have been asked by hundreds of clients why users don’t find their company’s software engaging. The answer to this persistent question is complex but never truly elusive. This question yields to experience and professional usability analysis.

**The unusual question:** Surprisingly, it is a rare client indeed who asks the opposing question: why is an interface so engaging that users cannot stop interacting with it? This is a difficult question because it requires cognitive reverse engineering to determine what interaction attributes a successful interface embodies that result in a psychologically engaging user experience. This question pops up when products become massively successful based on their user experience design – think iPhone, iPad, Google Instant Search, Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Kinect.

**The interesting question:** Recently clients have asked about the phenomenally successful casual computer game Angry Birds, designed for mobile phones, tablets and other platforms. For those who don’t have a clue what Angry Birds is all about, here is a quick synopsis. The game involves employing a sling shot to propel small cannonball-shaped birds with really bad attitudes at rather fragile glass and timber houses populated by basically catatonic green pigs. The basic thrust of the game is to bring about the demise of the pigs as quickly and expertly as possible by collapsing the pigs’ houses on top of their (sometimes) helmeted heads. Obviously, this sounds like a truly dumb concept. However, there is a catch.

Why is it that over 50 million individuals have downloaded this simple game? Many paid a few dollars or more for the advanced version. More compelling is the fact that not only do huge numbers download this game, they play it with such focus that the total number of hours consumed by Angry Birds players world-wide is roughly 200 million minutes a DAY, which translates into 1.2 billion hours a year. To compare, all person-hours spent creating and updating Wikipedia totals about 100 million hours over the entire life span of Wikipedia (Neiman Journalism Lab). I say these Angry Birds are clearly up to something worth looking into. Why is this seemly simple game so massively compelling?
Creating truly engaging software experiences is far more complex than one might assume, even in the simplest of computer games. Here is some of the cognitive science behind why Angry Birds is a truly winning user experience.

**Simple yet engaging interaction concept**: This seems an obvious point, but few realize that a simple interaction model need not be, and rarely is, procedurally simple. Simplification means once users have a relatively brief period of experience with the software, their mental model of how the interface behaves is well formed and fully embedded. This is known technically as schema formation. In truly great user interfaces, this critical bit of skill acquisition takes place during a specific use cycle known as the First User Experience or FUE. When users are able to construct a robust schema quickly, they routinely rate the user interface as “simple”. However, simple does not equal engaging. It is possible to create a user interface solution that is initially perceived by users as simple. However, the challenge is to create a desire by users to continue interaction with a system over time, what we call user “engagement”.

What makes a user interface engaging is adding more detail to the user’s mental model at just the right time. Angry Birds’ simple interaction model is easy to learn because it allows the user to quickly develop a mental model of the game’s interaction methodology, core strategy and scoring processes. It is engaging, in fact addictive, due to the carefully scripted expansion of the user’s mental model of the strategy component and incremental increases in problem/solution methodology. These little birds are packed with clever behaviors that expand the user’s mental model at just the point when game-level complexity is increased. The process of creating simple, engaging interaction models turns out to be exceedingly complex. Most groups developing software today think expansion of the user’s mental model is for the birds. Not necessarily so.

**Cleverly managed response time**: A universal law of user interface design is “the faster the response time, the better”. True enough, there are applications where this is patently true. For example, Google has made this a mantra for their systems. However, surprisingly few software developers realize that response time management is actually a resource that can be leveraged to add to the quality and depth of engagement of a user interface. The surprising point that is often misunderstood is that not every aspect of the user interface needs to be or should be as fast as possible. Programmers uniformly have a really hard time with this one and few game designers take advantage of this potent variable. In most commercial software interfaces, response time management is completely overlooked even by those who claim to be UI design experts. The developers of Angry Birds managed response time in a way that goes far beyond simply “faster is better”.

For example, in Angry Birds, it was possible for the programmers to have made the flight of the birds fast – very fast, but they didn’t. Instead they programmed the flight of the angry flock to be leisure pace as they arc across the sky heading for the pigs’ glass houses. This slowed response time, combined with a carefully crafted trajectory trace (the flight path of the bird), solves one huge problem for all user interfaces – error correction. The vast majority of software user interfaces have no consideration for how users can be taught by experience with the system to improve their performance. This problem is a vast and complex issue for screen-based trading systems where error correction is not only essential, but also career threatening.

In Angry Birds game play the pigs also take a long time to expire once their houses are sent to bits. In many play sequences, seconds are consumed as the pigs teeter, slide and roll off planks or are crushed under slow falling debris. This response time of 3-5 seconds, in most user interfaces, brings users to the point of exasperation, but not with Angry Birds. Again, really smart response time management gives the user time to relax and think about how lame they are compared to their 4 year old who is already at the 26th level. It also gives the user time to structure an error correction strategy (more arc, more speed, better strategy) to improve performance on the next shot. The bottom line on how Angry Birds manages response time: fast is good, clever is better.

**Short-term memory management**: It is a well-known fact of cognitive science that human short-term memory (SM), when compared to other attributes of our memory systems, is exceedingly limited. This fact has been the focus of thousands of studies over the last 50 years. Scientists have poked and prodded this aspect of human cognition to determine exactly how SM operates and what impacts SM effectiveness. As we go about our daily lives, short-term memory makes it possible for you to engage with all manner of technology and the environment in general. SM is a temporary memory that allows us to remember a very limited number of discrete items, behaviors, or patterns for a short period of time. SM makes it possible for you to operate without constant referral to long-term memory, a much more complex and time-consuming process. This is critical because SM is fast and easily configured, which allows one to adapt instantly to situations that might otherwise be fatal if one were required to access long-term memory. In computer-speak, human short-term memory is also highly volatile. This means it can be erased instantly, or more importantly, it can be overwritten by other information coming into the human perceptual system. Where things get interesting is the point where poor user interface design impacts the demand placed on SM. For example, a user interface design solution that requires the user to view information on one screen, store it in short-term memory, and then reenter that same information in a data field on another screen seems like a trivial task. Research shows that it is difficult to do accurately, especially if some other form of stimulus flows between the memorization of the data from the first screen and before the user enters the data in the second. This disruptive data flow can be in almost any form, but as a general rule, anything that is engaging, such as conversation, noise, motion, or worst of all, a combination of all three, is likely to totally erase SM. When you encounter this type of data flow before you complete transfer of data using short-term memory, chances are very good that when you go back to retrieve important information from short-term memory, it is gone!
One would logically assume that any aspect of user interface design that taxes short-term memory is a really bad idea. As was the case with response time, a more refined view leads to surprising insights into how one can use the degradation of short-term memory to actually improve game play engagement. Angry Birds is a surprisingly smart manager of the player’s short-term memory.

By simple manipulation of the user interface, Angry Birds designers created significant short-term memory loss, which in turn increases game play complexity but in a way that is not perceived by the player as negative and adds to the addictive nature of the game itself. The subtle, yet powerful concept employed in Angry Birds is to bend short-term memory but not to actually break it. If you do break SM, make sure you give the user a very simple, fast way to accurately reload. There are many examples in the Angry Birds game model of this principle in action. Probably one of the most compelling is the simple screen flow manipulation at the beginning of each new play sequence. When the screen first loads, the user is shown a very quick view of the structure that is protecting the pigs. Just as quickly, the structure is moved off screen to the right in a simple sliding motion.

Coming into view on the left is a bevy of bouncing, chatting and flipping birds sitting behind the slingshot. These little characters are engaging in a way that for the most part erases the player’s memory of the structure design, which is critical to determining a strategy for demolishing the pig’s house. Predictably, the user scrolls the interface back to the right to get another look at the structure. The game allows the user to reload short-term memory easily and quickly. Watch almost anyone play Angry Birds and you see this behavior repeated time and again. One of the main benefits of playing Angry Birds on the iPad is the ability to pinch down the window size so you can keep the entire game space (birds & pigs in houses) in full view all the time. Keeping all aspects of the game’s interface in full view prevents short-term memory loss and improves the rate at which you acquire skills necessary to move up to a higher game level. Side note: If you want the ultimate Angry Birds experience use a POGO pen on the iPad with the display pinched down to view the entire game space. This gives you finer control, better targeting and rapidly changing game play. The net impact in cognitive terms is a vastly superior skill acquisition profile. However, you will also find that the game is less interesting to play over extended periods. Why does this happen?

Mystery: You probably do not know how to recognize it, but Angry Birds has it. To add context to this idea, mystery is all around us in the things we find truly compelling. The element or attribute of mystery is present in all great art, advertising, movies, products, and not surprisingly, interactive games. The idea of mystery in a user experience as an attribute for increasing user engagement is embedded in the idea of mystery (conceptual depth). We all experience the impact of mystery when we view a cubist period Picasso, recall the famous Apple 1984 super bowl ad, or listen to Miles Davis. He is said to have described jazz as playing the spaces between the notes, not the notes themselves. Mystery is present when you pick up an iPad for the first time. Why are the icons spaced out across the screen when they could be clustered much closer together to save space. Why does the default screen saver look like water on the inside of the screen?
Mystery is that second layer of attributes that are present but undefined explicitly, yet somehow created with just enough context to consume mental resources in subtle and compelling ways. At its most basic level, experiencing mystery in what we interact with makes you ask the question, "Why did they do that?" What we mean here is, "Why did they do that? – A good thing, not "What were they thinking? – A bad thing. If you think carefully about the experiences you have in the ebb and flow of life, you realize that the most compelling are those that force you to think long and hard about why a given thing is the way it is. For example, why did Frank Gehry create the Guggenheim Museum Bilboa using the shapes he did? The famous architect could have created any shape concept, but why did he choose those shapes? It's a mystery – we do not know and probably neither does he. What we do know is that his creation is cited as one of the most important works of contemporary architecture. In the same way that a building can captivate millions of sightseers, the element of mystery (conceptual depth) can help sell a few million copies of a simple interactive game.

Angry Birds is full of these little mysteries. For example, why are tiny bananas suddenly strewn about in some play sequences and not in others? Why do the houses containing pigs shake ever so slightly at the beginning of each game play sequence? Why is the game's play space showing a cross section of underground rocks and dirt? Why do the birds somersault into the sling shot sometimes and not others? One can spend a lot of time on the Acela processing these little clues, consciously or subconsciously. When users of technology process information in this way, it is very likely that they are more deeply engaged than without these small questions.

How things sound: Over the past 15 years, the neuroscience of music has taken a huge leap forward. This new research is just beginning to tell us why music adds such a strong emotional component to movies, advertising, theater, and of course, new media of all types, including casual computer games. Employing the power of audio stimuli including structured music often adds a critical level of engagement for users of all forms of technology. Angry Birds' audio effects and music seem simple but are, in fact, very complex. The use of audio effects and carefully varied melodic music lines works to enhance the game play engagement level. Many games do this but few do it expertly. The audio in Angry Birds serves to enhance the user's experience by mapping tightly to the user's simple mental model of conflict between the angry birds and the loathsome pigs. This concept, known in film production as "action syncing", provides enhanced levels of the feedback for users at just the right time. For example, in Angry Birds, we hear the birds chatter angry encouragement to their colleagues as each prepares for launch. We hear avian dialogue as the birds arc toward their targets and hear the pained response from their victims when they strike their targets. The pigs are by no means silent.

When the avian interlopers fail, they are often egged on to try just one more time by the snickering, grinning pigs. These consistently applied audio elements reinforce the player's interactions and deepen engagement by emphasizing the anthropomorphic qualities of the main characters of the game and providing clever enhanced feedback during critical on-screen behaviors. What about the actual melodic music shifting from the foreground to the background without apparent reason? This musical thread running through the game play experience is mysteriously familiar and easily understood in the context of the overall theme of the game. Where have I heard that melody before? This combination of audio feedback is varied just enough that parents sitting in the next room are rarely prone to demanding an end to game play based on distracting musical repetition. Perhaps this explains the high number of hours spent playing the game!

**How things look:** Angry Birds has a look. One might characterize the visual style of Angry Birds as a combination of “high-camp cartoon” with a bit of greeting card graphics tossed in for good measure.

This leads to a more interesting question: How does visual design impact success in the marketplace? I routinely get this question from clients who are undertaking large redesign or new development projects. Decades after it first surfaced in automobile design, visual design is still the most contentious aspect of designing compelling user experiences. Designers (mostly of the UX stripe) routinely sell clients on the concept that the visual design (graphic style) of a given interface solution is a critical factor in success. This assumption seems to make good intuitive sense. However, the actual working principle is counter-intuitive. In most user experience design solutions, visual design (how things look) is technically a hygiene factor. You get serious negative points if it is missing, but minimal positive lift beyond first impression, if a user interface has great visual design. When we conduct user engagement studies for clients (not the same as usability testing), we routinely see data that strongly supports this theory. This concept does not apply to all user experience design problems, but in most cases it holds well. The ultimate question is how much visual design is enough? Even more important than good or bad visual design is appropriate visual design. On this metric, Angry Birds again has just the right set of attributes. The concept of appropriate visual design is in itself complex as designers generally apply too much rendering and engineers apply none, which often leaves the actual user staring at the equivalent of an engineering prototype (Google) or alternatively, World of Warcraft. After decades of experience in user interface design, I can predict fairly accurately the corporate software development bias of clients by simply examining the user interfaces of their products. I cannot imagine Google as anything but engineering-driven, despite the apparently large number of UX designers hired in recent years.

**Measuring that which some say cannot be measured:** How does one measure visual design in this context? There are several well-understood methodologies for assessing the appropriateness of visual design that we employ in development projects. These research methods make objective that which is thought to be only subjective. Visual design can be measured, rated, and scaled to the benefit of users and those who develop such interfaces. The actual dimensions of appropriate and winning

visual design vary widely, depending on the application but in game design two factors reign supreme. First, the visual design must be memorable and second, it must convey the desired attributes of the game play model.

So memorable is Angry Birds that the developers have deals for real world “brand extensions”, including Angry Birds stuffed toys, t-shirts, and all matter of off-the-wall consumer goods that make BIG profits. The simple visual design of those tiny cartoon-ish birds is so compelling and simple, it brings an additional level of continuous interest to the game play experience. Of note too is the world the birds and pigs inhabit which changes in strange and subtle ways with every level. Visual design is another critical dimension of the success of Angry Birds, which leads to the ultimate question: Is Angry Birds the best it can be? Not by a long shot!

We are left with the notion that a cognitive teardown of a truly compelling user experience is vastly more interesting and insightful than simply answering the opposite question: why is a given user interface dysfunctional? To summarize, in the context of Angry Birds, success is bound up in slowing down that which could be fast, erasing that which is easily renewable, and making visual that which is mysterious and memorable. Over the past 10 years, our firm has conducted user engagement studies on hundreds of user interfaces. The vast number did not get one principle right, much less six. You go Birds! Your success certainly makes others Angry and envious.
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298 Comments
Hello Charles,

I read the post and the teardown of Angry Birds, tweeted it as well. It’s a fascinating analysis and a compelling primer to keep in focus for aspiring designers.

I truly wonder if the Angry Birds programmers, knew what they were doing or more likely designed from their gut, which by happenstance produced one of the most addictive easy to use games.

Best regards,
Howie

---

Christopher Meyer (http://www.workingwider.com)

February 8, 2011 at 2:01 pm

Best piece I’ve read from you… just terrific analysis from a design perspective!

---

alex t.

February 8, 2011 at 4:49 pm

great article. RPG games and slot machines have some of these elements that make for an addicting experience.

agreed, it would be interesting to learn about the programmers.

---

Chatty Fellow
Well, as we know this is a rip-off of another game, and there are many clones of this game as well.

And these other clones have all of the same magic (point for point). I think the difference is: marketing and promotion.

Once it gets started, it snowballs! Out of control! And it did too.

Kaushik: You forgot one thing – media hype.

Charles L. Mauro CHFP: Kaushik: Yup...This game has had huge media exposure...no question about it. Let's see what happens when it lands on Facebook?

Tuhin Kumar: Hi Charles,
This is indeed a great reverse analysis of a great product. As Howie asked if the original programmers were aware of what they were doing when they built this. I mean is this thought out design or just gut driven design that is just brilliant!
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Charles L. Mauro CHFP

March 8, 2011 at 10:53 am

Tuhin: See my response above...CM

StatSpotting

March 8, 2011 at 12:54 am

Thanks for the post. I spotted a statistic and used it to demonstrate the relative amount of time spent on Angry Birds: http://statspotting.com/?p=330

A.X. Ian

March 8, 2011 at 1:27 am

Great article.

One thing I would like to add is the superior level reset in Angry Birds. So many games fail to pay attention to the mechanics by which the user would restart the level (i.e. putting random buttons on secondary screens, unnecessary splash objects, etc.). I do not believe that it is an accident that you can quickly cut your losses and start from scratch before your brain is able to calculate the reward/punishment statistics in terms of continuing the game vs. doing something more productive.

Even in restarting the level you’re still performing a motion that does not disturb the flow. On tricky levels where birds must be all accounted for to hit the 3-star score you cannot fumble your opening shot. The pause/restart action becomes just as essential and sees heavy use.
The level reset is wonderfully integrated into the game where you perform an L-shape move. It does not take you out of the game or put random screens with tons of options on it (like many others do).

Here's the level with the pause/restart slide with dropped opacity to show the path of the finger in red arrows. http://img848.imageshack.us/img848/8531/angrybirds1.jpg

The final horizontal swipe is not necessary but it keeps you occupied for a split second. From a UX perspective it's non-obvious to the users, but milliseconds matter and keep them in the game.

In sum, it is important for mobile games to have a well-thought-out restart function that feels natural and blazingly fast.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=93#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)

A.X. Ian: nice addition...thank you.

CM

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=103#respond)

Rahul

I'm curious why you imply that World of Warcraft is "overly" designed? Or is that not what you implied?

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=94#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)
Rahul: to clarify, I do not think WOW is over-designed but more heavily rendered. The look and feel of WOW is dead-on for their target user group.

[Reply](http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=102#respond)

---

**Kurt [http://www.coolkurt.com](http://www.coolkurt.com)**

March 8, 2011 at 5:04 am

Excellent article. Love the part about the effective use of response time to enhance the ux. Thanks. Gives me some inspiration for future projects.

[Reply](http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=95#respond)

---

**Sundeep**

March 8, 2011 at 5:16 am

Great Analysis!

But the question that stuck my mind was whether these points were thought off during the game design? or are these those lucky points that made the game a big hit?

[Reply](http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=96#respond)

---

**Charles L. Mauro CHFP [http://www.mauronewmedia.com](http://www.mauronewmedia.com)**

March 8, 2011 at 10:49 am

Sundeep: Good question. My opinion is that they hit on some of these attributes by chance and some through exercise of the game design in prototype development. With a suitable amount of user testing (even by the developers themselves) it is possible to create fairly high levels of game-play engagement. However, applying some cognitive science takes it to an even higher level.

CM
Rachel Buck

March 8, 2011 at 5:20 am

Get post, really well written. Thoroughly enjoyed it. Now I know why I'm addicted to Angry Birds.

Jesper Garde

March 8, 2011 at 6:55 am

Fantastic article! I'm curious about the following statement:

"There are several well-understood methodologies for assessing the appropriateness of visual design that we employ in development projects."

Would you care to expand a little on those methods?

Many thanks,

Jesper

Charles L. Mauro CHFP

March 8, 2011 at 10:45 am

Thanks for all the excellent comments. We will post a detailed response to the questions later this evening when we return to New York.

Charles L Mauro CHFP
To those arguing that media hype is what is actually responsible, you are oversimplifying. It is not either good UX or good media communication, it is both.

You know that old saying, “it’s not what you know it’s who you know?”

Well, that is something people whine about when they don’t understand that it’s really both what and who you know that lead to success.

fantastic article, well worth the read. I tweeted this out because I found it so insightful

Hello, I am Brenda Burkhart, a fellow CPE who has spent my entire career analyzing, specifying and designing software for users. You mention performing user engagement studies for clients (not the same as usability testing). Could tell me a little more about what you mean by this and how/what aspects of user engagement that you study?

Thanks, Brenda
desreveR
March 9, 2011 at 6:03 am

While I enjoyed the article, it seems to suffer from determinism; i.e. Angry Birds is very successful, therefore it has done everything right. This is known as the “Halo” effect.

Obviously, no product is perfect. I therefore cordially challenge you to suggest what Angry Birds is missing or could do better. Thanks!

Reply

Neuro
March 9, 2011 at 6:11 am

No actual cognitive science in this article.
Ah, well.

Reply

Eduardo (http://www.globalremoval.co.uk)
March 9, 2011 at 8:27 am

I think that ALL iphone games are so addictive! at first when i saw my friends playing i thought it wasn't but after getting my iphone and downloading games i became addicted! the point is.. you just have to start playing any game and you’ll and up like that.. maybe angrybirds got the attention and many people started to play(its fun :P)

Reply

carl myhill
March 9, 2011 at 11:15 am
Pretty impressive understanding of Fitt's law too. Very efficient to target acquire the 'restart level' button.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=113#respond)

frank (http://radio-pr.com/)

March 9, 2011 at 11:19 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-114)

Thank you for sharing.
It is always a delight to feel what I believe – that information is inspiration

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=114#respond)

Ricky


I think angry bird's success comes from more than just good ux design, as someone said earlier. It's got great marketability, range of audience, storyline... It came at the perfect time with the rise and hype of iPhones, iPads and all things touch. It's the fortunate convergence of a lot of factors, which includes good design, but imo not that groundbreaking.

Even Vesterbacka himself admits that the success of Angry Birds depended heavily on the success of mobile apps on the iPhone:

http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/33287/GDC_2011_Rovios_Vesterbacka_Thanks_iPhone_For_Enableing_Angry_Birds_Success.php

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=115#respond)

Mulvane


Reminds me of Scorched Earth and a lot of the analysis of that game seems to date to that. And I remember playing that as far back as on a 286 and upward as that game evolved.
mike (http://the-inbetween.com)


> My opinion is that they hit on some of these attributes by chance and some through exercise of the game design in prototype development.

By chance? This is Rovio's 52nd title. That's just old fashioned intuitive game design there (and a bit of imitation, execution, and timing thrown in for good measure.)

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=117#respond)

Jay Won


I personally find this game frustrating and not worth my time. In fact, many of my sane friends thinks the same as well. We all believe only masochists enjoy this frustrating game.

We all prefer a game called “Tilt to Live”
go check it out! It's mind boggling how this Angry birds is in the Top 10, but this game isn't.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=118#respond)

Jax

March 10, 2011 at 12:07 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-120)

I think Tiny Wings does all that even more successfully. It rose to number one on word of mouth alone. Write a followup article on that next.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=120#respond)

Alex Edelman
March 10, 2011 at 10:47 am

Small typo in the article: in the paragraph on SM, you wrote “discreet”, but you meant “discrete”.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)

March 10, 2011 at 11:17 am

Alex: thanks for the catch. We will make correction.

Reply

leather corner sofa (http://www.leather-corner-sofa.org)

March 10, 2011 at 3:09 pm

Before I read this text I was wondering why angry birds are all sudden rise to such popularity. But after this detail description from design view many things are clearer.

Reply

doug25

March 10, 2011 at 4:06 pm

"Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience"

Because a few people in the media hyped the crap out of it and made it trendy to play.

Reply
"The answer to this persistent question is complex but never truly illusive."

"illusive" means "illusory": "based on or producing illusion: deceptive".

Perhaps you meant "elusive": "tending to evade grasp or pursuit", "hard to comprehend or define", or "hard to isolate or identify."

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=126#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)


Right you are....Thank you for the comment.

CM

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=132#respond)

Lain


Lol, I love how this short term memory comment doesn't take into consideration that you can pinch to zoom out :-/

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=128#respond)

popculpo


Another mystery: why most people call desktop wallpaper a "screen saver"
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Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=129#respond)

dbucar

March 11, 2011 at 2:01 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-130)

@popculpo
Where did you get that from?
Screen saver activates when you are idle for a certain amount of time (if you haven’t turned that feature off).
Desktop wallpaper is a background of your ("active") screen.
But I guess you already knew that.
So I just wonder, how did you come up to that “mystery”? 😐

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=130#respond)

margie


Doug25 & others who think it’s all based on media-hype: I really have to disagree. When I first started playing this game, there was no media blitz, it had been sitting at #1 in the iTunes App Store for many weeks and my curiosity finally got the best of me.

AB is a game for non-gamers. Gameplay is simple, the rewards are many and often, hence, continued play from all players. Any game that increases in difficulty and/or timing & speed too quickly I’ll drop out of. (good example: Cut the Rope, great game, but in the higher levels you have to use 2 hands to solve puzzles, and be fast, and go through lots & lots of careful steps to solve)-- AB is always the same: slingshot, birds, structures w/pigs.

I think the fact that players are frequently rewarded (it's easy to pass a level, not so easy to 3 star a level) plays a huge part in why AB is so popular, especially with people who are not hardcore gamers.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=131#respond)

n.n

I think the answer to the response-time question is much more straightforward, and much less. In fact, this isn't even a response-time issue, because the response is immediate (the bird begins flying as soon as you let go of the slingshot).

The proper basis for comparison is to a video player. When playing a video, you want the video to start playing as soon as you hit the play button (immediate response). What we are looking at here, then, is not a response-time question but one of feedback-bandwidth. Is the video running at a speed where the viewer can take in as much as the maker of the video wants him/her to? We're all familiar with poorly-shot home videos and suchlike, where sometimes the video sweeps across a scene so quickly that the viewer can't take it in, and sometimes it lingers on unimportant details for far too long.

Applying this to Angry Birds, then, it's not difficult to notice that the physics of the game are running at a speed slightly different from real life. In fact, they're running at a speed that is just slow enough for the player to take in the feedback at a surface level, but not so slow that the player has time to get bored. This is especially notable given that different players will naturally have different levels of ability w.r.t. dealing with the feedback stream.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=133#respond)

Alejandro Rivas-Micoud (http://www.userlytics.com)

Fantastic analysis Charles, thank you for sharing this, very thought provocative

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=134#respond)

Ninjutsu Techniques (http://www.ninja-training-techniques.com)
March 12, 2011 at 1:45 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-135)

Personally, I have a problem with Angry Bird's physics. I can kind of see why that game would catch on, but I don't think it's nearly as addicting as the 80's most addicting game, Tetris. Man was I hooked on that game.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=135#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)
n.n: I like your response above on response time. That is another way of looking at that portion of the user experience and related interaction structure. Thanks for the response.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=136#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)

To all who commented this week: thank you for the many positive and interesting responses. The post has created a surprisingly large number of views and has spurred large message threads on other blogs. We sincerely appreciate your readership and thoughtful responses.

Charles L. Mauro

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=137#respond)

Richard
March 12, 2011 at 4:56 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-139)

Hi Charles, while I enjoyed your article, your posthoc speculations really have nothing to do with cognitive science. You describe engineering features which make the game pleasant to use, but nothing you have said explains why the game promotes addictive behavior. Reinforcement theory, reward learning and other cognitive principles would provide a better answer to your question.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=139#respond)

Al Doyle (http://artinnyc.blogspot.com/)
March 12, 2011 at 5:11 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-140)

Great post, interesting comments. As a teacher of game design this is a fascinating explanation of so many intricate moving parts of a successful game. I appreciate the term “tear down” and may replace my current “break it down”.

Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

no
March 12, 2011 at 8:27 pm

Angry Birds is so successful, because it ripped off a thirty year old game concept (tanks, scorched earth, etc) and charged $20 for it from casual gaming idiots who have never played a game in their life that wasn't on Facebook, until now.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP
March 12, 2011 at 10:04 pm

Richard: Thanks for your comment related to cognitive science and its relationship to our post. We appreciate all positive points of view.

However, to be clear, the post is not written for or directed at the deeper theoretical constructs you mention. That being said, I must disagree with your premise that the issues raised do not track to cognitive science. For example the points discussed in our post that relate to both response time and memory management can appropriately be aligned with the "schedules of reinforcement" concept clearly articulated in Reinforcement Theory. I think you may be reading the definition of cognitive science too narrowly.

On the other hand, as you state well in your comment it is certainly possible to map the game's impact on cognition and engagement to any number of cognitive science theories and as such a discussion would be interesting and relevant. However, it was our goal to draw a connection between simple machine behaviors and the impact such attributes have on user engagement.

As you probably know there is a far more robust game-research literature which posits connections between game design and engagement. In fact much of that literature covers the same conceptual framework as our more simple piece but does so with more intellectual rigor. Nothing wrong with that approach, just not what we felt was appropriate for those who read our blog.

Finally, I think it would be relevant and interesting for someone (possibly you) to frame that more academic literature and related insights against Angry Birds.
We would be happy to post it up as a major piece on our blog.

Charles Mauro.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=142#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)
March 12, 2011 at 10:08 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-143)

Al: the concept of a “tear-down” is common terminology in reverse engineering or analysis of existing products. We added “Cognitive” to the idea.

CM

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=143#respond)

snake5

I found the unofficial PC port of the game and tried that. While it might not be exactly the same experience, all the things you mentioned should be there. And I hated the game – how unresponsive it was and how it tried to make my efforts useless with every move I made. The conclusion: another overhyped game.

Worms and tanks and other games like this at least had physics. I don’t know if there were any in this game, it seemed to be random. And it’s in pseudointellectual’s nature to perceive random/dumb things as something clever.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=149#respond)

Joel

I’m compelled to agree with desreveR, not least because Angry Birds has rather a lot in common (to put it kindly) with the earlier Crush the Castle – a game which has not enjoyed quite the same degree of success.
There are differences: Rovio polished it up nice with their art-style as you mentioned, and their choice to use a pleasingly tactile slingshot mechanism as opposed to Crush the Castle's more challenging and therefore considerably less accessible trebuchet was a very wise one, but I suspect there came a point in Angry Birds's sales where these considerations were rendered essentially trivial by sheer force of brand-recognition.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=151#respond)

JamesG

To me, this piece is an attempt to explain why Angry Birds continues to be played and continues to occupy mindshare.

"Media hype", whatever that may be, and marketing will only get you so far. I have played similar games and discarded them because they are not compelling.

If a later-to-market product enjoys more success than a precursor, it’s not always just down to marketing. Refinement, polish, improved design, whatever you might call it, these are important factors even if they seem intangible to many people. Often more so than the manufacturer or developers' more usual response to competition of feature creep which often results in a degraded user experience.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=153#respond)

Aydo

"The answer to this persistent question is complex but never truly illusive."

Dude, that sentence makes no sense. Maybe, “illustriative”?

Can I ask where the “200 million hours a day” stat comes from?

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replcom=154#respond)
sarah a.

March 23, 2011 at 6:24 am

I'd argue that you forgot to include one other important point: the ease for a user to end the current round and start again when a mistake is made. This makes the game particularly compelling for me: it's so easy to try again.

Thanks for a good article.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP

March 23, 2011 at 10:03 am

Aydo: you are correct that the word use is incorrect. Thanks for pointing this out. We have updated the post.

CM

Zach

March 23, 2011 at 10:34 am

Great article with some very interesting points, but one large factor was missed: intermittent rewards. A shot is only occasionally successful, or at least requires much practice to improve. For instance, compare the entertainment value of driving nails into a board vs. playing whack-a-mole. Driving nails is boring by the time you finish the first nail. Whack-a-mole is entertaining until you reach the point where you never miss (or possibly at the point where you cease to improve). Slot machines are entirely based upon intermittent rewards.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP
Zach: good point...there are many other dimensions to this problem.

Reply

Herp N. Derpington
March 23, 2011 at 12:38 pm

As soon as you finish the game, it stops being fun. I paid for the deluxe version, then tried to get my money's worth by getting 3 stars on all levels but I just couldn't do it.

Also you can pinch to zoom on Droid to get the whole screen view, just fyi.

Reply

steve
March 24, 2011 at 7:58 pm

Certain blocks shake at the start of the level, due to instabilities in the physics engine (Box2d). The level designer didn’t place the blocks in the exact precise position, and they shift slightly (perhaps less than a visible pixel), causing pushes against other blocks, and these tiny oscillations can cause the simulation to react in non-deterministic ways. Once I saw a stack of blocks start vibrating and fall over, before I even launched my first bord.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP
March 24, 2011 at 8:21 pm

Steve: thanks...mystery solved...do you think the level designer did that on purpose or was just careless?

CM
Heath
March 26, 2011 at 9:27 am

I believe that a little bit of randomness is intentionally introduced in the block placement at the start of a level, which increases the number of possible outcomes for a given initial 'shot'. If the blocks fell over the same way every time, the game would become more predictable which leads the player to get bored more quickly.

To those who think this game is only popular because of the hype surrounding it: I disagree. Just because YOU don’t like the game it doesn’t mean that someone who does like it must be brain-washed by the hype. This is a case where the hype comes from the popularity, not the other way around; and the popularity comes from the fact that the game is compelling for a lot of people.

To those who accuse Angry Birds of ripping off other games: so what? There are very few truly original game concepts anymore. Most new games borrow/steal from other games, which themselves borrowed/stole from yet older games. A game can distinguish itself with good UI, sound design, and art design even if its gameplay mechanics are completely unoriginal — i.e., the execution is as important as the concept.

AB is an example where quite a lot was done right with its execution, which I think leads directly into its success.
day. The gameplay of this game certainly isn’t original. This type of “slingshot projectile into objects” game has been done a million times and is very popular within the Box2d community. What Angry Birds did is skin the game really well and get lucky. I’m sorry if I came across as bitter, I just wanted to clear some things up and give credit to the creators and contributors of the great Box2d.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=165#respond)

Justin (http://www.twitter.com/justinnorris)

It’s not often a blog post delivers so much depth and insight. Thank you for a great read — I learned a lot.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=167#respond)

BebopDesigner (http://www.bebop-cafe.com)

Brilliant post! thanks for the autopsy. Talking about a game like this is best with a coffee/beer in hand.
I can’t help but wonder what is the roll of word of mouth in the success of this particular case.

Thanks for sharing

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=168#respond)

Kolani

You totally lost me with “Coming into view on the left is a bevy of bouncing, chatting and flipping birds sitting behind the slingshot. These little characters are engaging in a way that for the most part erases the player’s memory of the structure design, which is critical to determining a strategy for demolishing the pig’s house.”
There is nothing engaging about the birds. You don't care about an individual bird for any length other than the flight from the slingshot to the pig house. Suggesting that they are is an insult to John Marston. Marston, from 2010's Red Dead Redemption is actually an engaging character, with a storyline and *SPOILER ALERT* tragic end that you actually care about.

You don't come away from Angry Birds thinking about how heroic it was for Larry the Bird to crash into the pig's house in 1-4.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=169#respond)

---

**Adrian Meli**

April 4, 2011 at 6:55 am  
(http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-170)

The response time points are noteworthy, as it does seem that it gives the user more of a vested interest in the game. If the game were just flinging things at objects, I guess people would not feel as connected to the characters. This, I suppose is evidenced in the fact that a movie is being made after the game. I wonder how much of this was preconceived vs. a good developer's innate understanding of what seems to work well.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=170#respond)

---

**Eric Bieller** (http://www.ericbieller.com)

April 6, 2011 at 3:30 pm  
(http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-171)

Wow what a deep analysis. Most of this was extremely insightful. However I do think the best thing you can do for usability is think of how you would personally (and objectively!) want the game to work and go from there. That is much easier than trying to come up with deep formulas. Really great stuff though, thanks for sharing!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=171#respond)

---

**Miles**

April 21, 2011 at 8:26 am  
(http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-173)

"There are several well-understood methodologies for assessing the appropriateness of visual design that we employ..." Could you be more specific? What methods do you find work best?
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia
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Pradeep (http://www.pradeepsanyal.com)

thanks for the analysis and your interesting insights!
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Kartikay (http://mochachilo.wordpress.com)

I must say that this is a truly thought-provoking analysis of a game we take for granted.

Just like cooking – for a layman great food was made with “magic”. If you go a little deeper, the cook simply used the right ingredients, the right quantity and cooked with the right processes.

Great stuff!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?repltycom=176#respond)

unlockphone (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjhVqvE7dfw)

http://www.mauronewmedia.com (http://www.mauronewmedia.com) is full of interesting posts!

unlocking mobile phones (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjhVqvE7dfw)

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?repltycom=177#respond)

Immigration lawyer (http://immigrationsolicitors.wikispaces.com/)
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

May 5, 2011 at 11:48 am

You got a very wonderful website, Gladiolus I discovered it through yahoo.your link on my blog here http://www.conveyancingquotes.info/?page_id=9

(Reply)

Pat (angrybirdsaddiction.com)

May 6, 2011 at 8:07 pm

Thanks for sharing this analysis on why Angry Birds is so successful. Many app developers does not enjoy this fate.

(Reply)

Chris Howard

May 16, 2011 at 4:20 am

Nice and comprehensive write up. But I still don't get why it's so popular. It frustrates the heck out of me! You can get stuck on a level simply because you can't get all you “flings” right. And if it's the last one you screw, you gotta start all over again.

To me, as a game, it sucks, because there's no reward for progress within a level. As a minimum, it should have an undo option. Sometimes you really need it coz you accidentally misfire.

I wouldn't care if it cost me points for undoing. When I have played Angry Birds it wasn’t to get the most points, it was simply to complete the levels. However, once I get stuck on a level, and just can't get all my “flings” right, after considering heaving my iPad across the room, I give up in frustration, and rant about how crap Angry Birds is.

I know I'm obviously in the minority but having an undo wouldn't spoil the game for those who'd like to do it without, and it would add to the enjoyment for those would use it.

It’s the one flaw of Angry Birds.

Like a lot of people here, I wonder how much of the design and user interface was regimentally thought about before jumping into designing the game?

The game has been very addictive and works throughout the age ranges using handheld devices.

Your run down of why it works is Very helpful for new and existing app developers as well as general design...and websites.

Great Article
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

Lynsey (http://www.trcreative.co.uk)
May 19, 2011 at 4:43 am

Fascinating!

Sourav
May 24, 2011 at 12:33 am

Very insightful...loved it.
Don't know if the points you mentioned were incorporated deliberately in the game or not; but a thing I have observed so far is that good designs automatically take care of the simpler nuances/components of good design, consciously or subconsciously(most of them). E.g. A 'good' chair will already have ergonomics taken into account while designing.
And I definitely don't think the HALO EFFECT came into play here ("Is Angry Birds the best it can be? Not by a long shot!").
I'd like to think of this article more as a case study.
And THANKS again!! 😊

Andrea Driessen (http://www.nomoreboringmeetings.com/)
June 20, 2011 at 3:40 pm

Hi, I am in the process of writing a blog post entitled What Angry Birds and Righteous Pigs can Teach us about Meeting Design. And would like to include a quote of yours from your blog post in Jan. 2011 as follows:

Angry Birds breaks a number of gaming rules. It replaces fast with clever, for example. (For a fascinating review of the cognitive aspects of Angry Birds, read Certified Human Factors Engineering Professional Charles L. Mauro's blog post here )

So, what rules can you break in your meetings? Not for the sake of rebellion—but to stage a more effective, memorable experience. For example:
(examples to follow)

Is that acceptable?

I can send you the full draft if you wish.

Thanks.

Andrea Driessen
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Holly (http://www.themortonreport.com)
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vicky


Another example why angry birds are so famous:
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fmarkus

Great article!

Another key element is the fact that the camera zooms out to show both a bird and the castle. Instead of other games where the camera looks at the canon ball or at the castle, the camera here tracks both. Being able to show the space between the bird and the castle when you overshoot is essential to the learning experience. Without access to that key information, it is impossible to do better and learn when you have played your worst.
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Spotify Premium (http://www.spotify-premium.org)

July 30, 2011 at 8:40 am

Thanks for this. Very useful blog. Much appreciated!
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Vance Liang (http://www.psychologymatters.asia)

August 5, 2011 at 7:59 pm

Great article, I never expected there could be so many nuances to a game that lets you fling birds at pigs.
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Prathap (http://www.elearningmag.info)

August 25, 2011 at 3:54 pm


Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=204#respond)
Pizza em BH

September 3, 2011 at 7:32 pm

Thanks for this. Very useful blog. Much appreciated!

Reply

tudou99

September 9, 2011 at 2:56 am

Hello! I recently want to make a huge thumbs up with the fantastic info you have here throughout this post. I will be coming back to your blog for more soon.

Reply

Gemgirl

September 9, 2011 at 12:45 pm

Wow, this is a great article, looking at the game from a different point of view. I know the media and hype and word of mouth have done a lot to make this game popular, so has social marketing like twitter, etc. I learned of this game by word of mouth, from my kid of course, and I find it to be a nice relaxing, fun game to distract me from life for a while, but I’ve never found it addicting.

Reply

sina88

September 10, 2011 at 8:46 pm

always a large fan of linking to bloggers that I love but do not get a lot of link love froma... #8230;

Reply
adsijqwo (http://www.teeeftwo.com)
September 23, 2011 at 2:19 am

It is the best time to make some plans for the future and it's time to be happy. I have read this post and if I could I want to suggest you some interesting things or suggestions. Maybe you could write next articles referring to this article. I desire to read even more things about it!
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Matt (http://www.angrybirdsmerchandise.org/)
September 24, 2011 at 10:50 am

I think the combination of many small but significant factors together makes this game so successful and popular because there have been many games like this before, but none even close to its popularity.
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Violet (http://www.AngryBirds4PC.com)
October 1, 2011 at 10:58 am

This is a really interesting article. It's weird how this simple game has taken such a foothold in pop culture.

Maybe I'm oversimplifying, but to me the draw of this game is not unlike other simple activities such as rocking or twiddling. Maybe it's the simple, repetitive action that is soothing and relaxing and what makes it become addictive.
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infrared heaters (http://www.furnace-heaters.com/)
October 3, 2011 at 3:34 pm

how about new angry birds costumes. they gonna rock the boat for halloween.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=217#respond)

shimelash

i had red it very interestingly. and i got very powerful information regarding success. thank you.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=220#respond)

wellSpongeMyNan
October 18, 2011 at 9:26 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-221)

super article, thank you.

one can overplay marketing i feel, after all, what is marketing if people dislike the product?

whether by design or happy good fortune, many artfully crafted aspects come together in this game, to make it a real joy. my personal favourite is the Jewish styling's of the background music, there's such comedy in it. ay ay yay! what is it with these green pigs?!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=221#respond)

Nick groberg
October 18, 2011 at 12:40 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-222)

Hi there, nice article. I think angry birds is a true example of how anyone with a good imagination can turn that into a sucess. First everyone was lemmings mad now it's angry birds. Both simple but highly addictive concepts – from a fellow addict!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=222#respond)
Stan Faryna (http://stanfarya.wordpress.com)

October 25, 2011 at 3:34 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-224)

Does engagement go beyond the usability mechanics? Cuteness of concept, range of audience, and story – obviously. Could Angry Bird’s success be taken to a whole new level of addiction and attention through more psychologically relevant rewards, social game mechanics, and meaningful revelations of the mystery?

Recently on my blog: Blog Soup 2011.10.24 A Blogger’s Digest http://wp.me/pbg0R-tw (http://wp.me/pbg0R-tw)

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=224#respond)

how to get husband back (http://www.howtomakeyourhusbandhappy.com)


Angry bird game a good game not only for kid but also for adult.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=225#respond)

CommDoc


Excellent article, but I missed any mention of the Golden Eggs. Accumulating them adds elements of the unknown (not knowing when they’ll appear) and challenge (since to acquire them, you have to achieve three stars per level, instead of just moving on with one star), as well as entertainment, since the little Golden Egg games aren’t as mentally taxing as the regular levels. Surely that plays a role.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=231#respond)

Rob Lockhart (http://bobbylox.com)

November 9, 2011 at 1:54 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-235)

near the end “all matter” should be “all manner”
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=235#respond)

Plant Zombie

Now all that is required is a breakdown as to why Plants vs Zombies was so successful.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=237#respond)

Jaakko

The download count is currently at 500 million, not 50 million as mentioned in the article.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=243#respond)

peabody3000
November 10, 2011 at 2:10 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-244)

while the analysis is on point, i think the lessons to learn from it are much less arcane and it would behoove UI designers to periodically take a step back from that level and focus on how the overall dynamic engages the intuitive faculties of the user. what i think appeals to many in angry birds is its direct correlation to a fundamental area of physics that we all constantly deal with on an extremely intuitive level, that being ballistics. pair that straightforward, real-world concept with the more complex yet similarly intuitive house-of-cards targets that hold promise of thrilling chain reaction victories and you have a simple yet impossible to master scenario, very much like golf. to me the mystery and SM management simply represent ways of including randomness and further calling on the intuitive faculties of the game player.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=244#respond)

Elizabeth
Actually, it's not a mystery why Gehry designed the Guggenheim the way he did. He wanted to create an easy walking experience for visitors so that they could focus on contemplating the art, rather than schlepping through the museum space. Visitors are meant to take the elevator to the top of the building and stroll down — the continuous spiral path and gravity reducing their effort.

Architects think about user experience, too.

Reply

Charles L. Mauro CHFP

November 10, 2011 at 8:17 am

Liz: interesting point about Gehry, however, I doubt that his first concept was participant flow...but who really knows. The best example of your concept is of course the original Guggenheim in NYC.

BTW: thanks for responding to the piece. I wish more architects thought about User Experience from a cognitive POV.

CM

Reply

Robert Byrd

November 10, 2011 at 8:52 am

I agree with Chris Howard... I find AB difficult to win at. After a few levels, I became disinterested in the game because I was unable to get past a certain level.

And I actually don’t like all the time it takes for the green pig structures to finally fall apart.

Cute game, but not a big winner in my book.
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

Charles L. Mauro CHFP

November 10, 2011 at 8:53 am

Robert: Just curious, what platform do you play AB on?

CM

4G Reaper

November 10, 2011 at 9:14 am

I still prefer crush the castle, and I am surprised so few people referenced it. Angry birds is too cartoony for my tastes, and I can't play it for more than 20 minutes before succumbing to boredom and thus uninstalling it.

Kirk Israel

November 11, 2011 at 12:05 pm

The author is remiss in pointing out the obvious: some big chunk of Angry Bird's addictiveness is because the base activity is a fun thing: it is fun and pleasant to launch a slingshot at a building of blocks.

There are a lot of other "misses" in this article that I write about here...


Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience - MauroNewMedia

Stan
November 12, 2011 at 3:30 am

Isn’t all marketing? I know its a great game but there are thousands out there, must be in the marketing and other android market/app store black arts.

Reply

Friv (http://www.1friv.com)
November 14, 2011 at 12:08 am

I own it both on my iPod and my droid incredible......yes its addicting.......i cant put it down for more than an hour or two......it is the definition of addicting......sure maybe the majority of hc gamers wont get addicted but its like super Mario.....anybody can play but only the addicts will completely beat it....just because its simple doesn't mean its not addicting

Reply

Angelica Vizcarra (http://WILLIAMS)
November 24, 2011 at 9:50 am

Thank you for sharing this article. Found your website through a friends blog - http://www.gamesfor.co very informative and entertaining.

Reply

Trinh Latulipe (http://www.google.com)
December 3, 2011 at 4:03 pm

Excellent submit and straight to the point. I don’t know if this is truly the best place to ask but do you folks have any thoughts on where to get some professional writers?

Reply
Choni Francis (http://Thesecondcitynetwork.com)

December 4, 2011 at 1:05 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-279)

Angry Birds Rap and Dance Comedy Parody
Hope you enjoy it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkYv_0Qz7qQ&feature=youtube_gdata_player
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkYv_0Qz7qQ&feature=youtube_gdata_player)

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replacetocom=279#respond)

www Goody Games Com (http://www.goody-games.com)


I agree with your post. My explanation of why Angry Bird is so popular is partly due to all the hype that is placed on the game itself. I totally agree that the game is very easy and simple to play. It doesn’t need any instructions on how to play. Anyone can pick up their devices and starts playing this game without having to be taught how to play. Plus, the game itself has a great story that goes along with the game. Birds are angry at the pigs, because they took their eggs and eat them. So, they are angry. Thus, they are called angry birds, who wants to take revenge. This game has no age limit. I think that is one of the biggest reason why it is so popular.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replacetocom=280#respond)

Kaleovelatura


Actually, you completely miss the main reason it is so popular.

The near misses. Missing the target(s) and, more importantly, missing hitting all targets and completing the level.

As any behaviorist, worth his salt, will tell you it’s the same phenomenon that makes slot machines so popular.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replacetocom=281#respond)
Dominic Farless (http://www.msn.com)


Spot on with this write-up, I actually suppose this website wants way more consideration. I'll most likely be once more to read rather more, thanks for that info.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=282#respond)

RandyX


Wonderful piece. I would only add one extra layer, which relates directly to everything written here. What happens in Angry Birds runs counter to all of our expectations of the physical world and of video games, which either seek to replicate the real world or produce a hyperized version of its reality. In Angry Birds, by contrast, the result of every movement is contrary to our innate expectations. A powerful slingshot hurls something slowly. The slowly moving object has a strangely enormous impact on its target; and yet the result of the impact happens slowly and methodically, not with random fury, as we'd expect.

This confounding of our innate expectations for the visual, physical world, can be instinctively hilarious. A few cases in point: 1. I've seen tiny babies laugh uproariously when they first see a ball bouncing up to them. Imagine how delightfully absurd that must look. Nothing else in their world has ever done that? 2. As a youngster, I watched a friend bend a school cafeteria fork into an L shape. I thought it was hilarious: my laughter was instant and instinctual.

The common thread here is a fascinating confounding of our expectations for the natural world. I think it has a powerful, absorbing, freeing, intoxicating effect on us. To me, Angry Birds is funny, for precisely the reasons I state; in that regard, it's hugely ironic. It's saying, silently, "Look at the way we're toying with reality." this cognitive subtlety is a kind of irony, relative to the utterly juvenile visual entertainment wrapped around it.

genius!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=283#respond)


There are definitely a variety of details like that to take into consideration. That may be a nice level to carry up. I offer the ideas above as common inspiration but clearly there are questions just like the one you bring up the place the most important factor will likely be working in sincere good faith. I don’t know if best practices have emerged round issues like that, however I am certain that your job is clearly identified as a good game. Each girls and boys feel the influence of only a moment’s pleasure, for the rest of their lives.
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Seema Vanandel (http://www.enews.pk/forum/v8q5ju6-hier-t38679.html)
December 23, 2011 at 1:00 pm

I’d have to test with you here. Which is not something I normally do! I enjoy studying a submit that will make folks think. Also, thanks for permitting me to comment!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=285#respond)

Karlo Tanoue (http://www.microfinance.ca/index.php?title=Well_being_Insurance_coverage_For_People)
December 25, 2011 at 12:07 pm

I would like to express my thanks to the writer just for bailing me out of this particular incident. Right after searching throughout the the web and finding views that were not helpful, I thought my life was done. Being alive devoid of the approaches to the problems you have solved through your article is a serious case, as well as the kind which may have negatively affected my career if I hadn’t discovered your website. Your understanding and kindness in touching the whole lot was helpful. I’m not sure what I would’ve done if I had not come across such a step like this. I am able to at this point look ahead to my future. Thanks a lot so much for this professional and amazing guide. I will not hesitate to propose your web blog to any person who would like recommendations about this issue.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=286#respond)

Karen (http://luzcabiensientasemejor.com)
January 2, 2012 at 7:30 am
I dislike Angry Birds as of now. I don't like seeing it every single place I go to. 😞 But I have to hand it to them, the game is way fun and entertaining! It just promotes animal cruelty though. 😞 Eeeep! All in all, I recommend it even to the oldies!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=287#respond)

**Brandy L. Corkery** (http://whoremungerdiaries.com)

January 5, 2012 at 5:20 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-289)

I'm not really a fan of Angry Birds at first. But when I tried playing it I got surprisingly hooked by it. It's fun really. 😊

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=289#respond)

**pub**


The author really should have learned to use good timing in his article. This is overrun with words and redundant and you eventually realize you don't care enough about why Angry Birds is so addictive to continue reading it.
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**Curtis Felder** (http://eatprayloveipad.tumblr.com/)


I actually still can't quite feel that I could end up being one of those studying the important suggestions found on your blog. My family and I are really thankful on your generosity and for giving me the possibility to pursue my personal chosen career path. Many thanks for the important information I obtained from your web site.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=291#respond)

**Gurpreet Singh** (http://changelog.in)
Hi,

Excellent article.

I think a lot of people have commented that this is a great hindsight view, but can you pay attention to these points when you are designing. Or at that time it just comes from the gut.

IMHO, (good) designers can include some of these in their daily practices. One thing that I might to is print out certain words like “short term memory”, “engagement”, “response time” and pin them on my board. When I am designing something, I would stare at them and mentally walk through how my design is working on these parameters.

Also, all (good) web products go through a journey of evolution. One should start evaluating one's design on these 'non obvious' parameters once the page is settled.

Gurpreet

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=293#respond)

---

tipsy lala (http://linkmachineiscoming.org)

I have read several good stuff here. Definitely worth bookmarking for revisiting. I wonder how much effort you put to create such a excellent informative site.
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---

alisheyyoon (http://98it.ir/)

Thanks For You – Good

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=296#respond)
Best Games 2011

Reply

Louisa Patti (http://dummydomain73659273.com)
February 3, 2012 at 6:41 am

It's a pity you don't have a donate button! I'd most certainly donate to this excellent blog! I guess for now i'll settle for book-marking and adding your RSS feed to my Google account. I look forward to new updates and will talk about this blog with my Facebook group. Chat soon!

Reply

Yong Kolodziej (http://www.desktop87folder.com)
February 7, 2012 at 9:31 pm

Smart piece of writing. Continue to keep up the top notch work.

Reply

Kurt Schwanke (http://dummydomain99999993.info)
February 8, 2012 at 10:21 am

Admiring the time and energy you put into your website and in depth information you present. It's nice to come across a blog every once in a while that isn't the same old rehashed material. Great read! I've bookmarked your site and I'm including your RSS feeds to my Google account.

Reply
Darrell Swiney (http://www.cat02names.com)
February 8, 2012 at 10:17 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-303)

Hello. Basically needed to leave a quick commentary and enquire exactly where you bought your wordpress blog model I might be commencing own blogging site and truly appreciate your personal template.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=303#respond)

Matt

I agree with Howie. while this game may prove a paragon of UX virtue, I have to suspect that many of these factors were the results of finely honed instinct around gameplay more than conscious decisions about “adding a mystery factor” or “challenging the user's short-term memory load”.

Just as one example, “Why is the game’s play space showing a cross section of underground rocks and dirt?” is a great question, but to me that can be answered in a few simple and practical ways.

First, it adds texture and visual interest to the overall game play... if the houses and birds were on the ground, the user could see more of their arc... but it would be a very empty-feeling environment.

Additionally, the use of that space helps to make the entire game experience comply with the “rule of thirds” of visual composition, used to help guide the user’s eye. With the addition of the underground bits, the birds and the pigs appear at the top of the lower third of the screen, often where horizon lines are placed in photographs and paintings, a natural draw for the eye.

Oh, and let's not forget the fact that an integral part of the controls involves dragging down and back from the slingshot, and having it sit right on the ground at the bottom of the screen would not leave ample space to interact with it properly.

I would expect that all of those thoughts might have occurred to the programmers before they thought “let's add in a mystery factor!” I agree that the mystery factor does add value to any interaction, but I suspect that when things like that grow organically out of the creators’ own experiences, they come off better than when a team goes down a list, checking off attributes.
I agree with Howie. while this game may prove a paragon of UX virtue, I have to suspect that many of these factors were the results of finely honed instinct around gameplay more than conscious decisions about "adding a mystery factor" or "challenging the user's short-term memory load".

Just as one example, "Why is the game's play space showing a cross section of underground rocks and dirt?" is a great question, but to me that can be answered in a few simple and practical ways.

First, it adds texture and visual interest to the overall game play... if the houses and birds were on the ground, the user could see more of their arc... but it would be a very empty-feeling environment.

Additionally, the use of that space helps to make the entire game experience comply with the "rule of thirds" of visual composition, used to help guide the user's eye. With the addition of the underground bits, the birds and the pigs appear at the top of the lower third of the screen, often where horizon lines are placed in photographs and paintings, a natural draw for the eye.

Oh, and let's not forget the fact that an integral part of the controls involves dragging down and back from the slingshot, and having it sit right on the ground at the bottom of the screen would not leave ample space to interact with it properly.

I would expect that all of those thoughts might have occurred to the programmers before they thought "let's add in a mystery factor!" I agree that the mystery factor does add value to any interaction, but I suspect that when things like that grow organically out of the creators' own experiences, they come off better than when a team goes down a list, checking off attributes.

On the whole, however, this article is a FANTASTIC overview of some of the many features that go into creating a great and engaging user experience. Thank you!
Cheers with regard to taking the time to share with you this specific, I'm highly concerning this and love reading through additional on this topic. If at all, when you attain knowledge, do you mind modernizing your site with increased data? It is quite ideal for me personally.

Reply

Rotadex

I am totally delighted with incredibly blog greatly that warned me! Thank you "Life is one grand, sweet song so start the music." – Ronald Reagan

Reply

Julio Bos

Hi there! This is my 1st opinion the following i really just wanted to present a fast raise your voice out and about along with show you We genuinely appreciate studying your blog post blogposts. Could you advocate another blogs And web sites And community forums that go over a similar subject areas? Enjoy it!

Reply

shell

Very good to have the help very much. Welcome to my site

period menses

Reply
Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience

March 2, 2012 at 6:37 am

Awesome post! I found it really handy.

March 4, 2012 at 2:18 am

Thanks for the great site. It had been very beneficial to me. Keep discussing this sort of suggestions down the road at the same time. This is really some tips I needed, that I'm pleased for you to emerged right here! Thank you for revealing your such information with us.

March 8, 2012 at 3:42 am

I have to admit that I have never heard about this information. I have noticed many new facts for me. Thanks a lot for sharing this useful and attractive information and I will be waiting for other interesting posts from you in the nearest future.

March 9, 2012 at 10:13 am

Absolutely fascinating piece of writing you've crafted – blogsaurus convertxtodvd free download Why Angry Birds is so successful and popular: a cognitive teardown of the user experience.
Nikos Eleftheriou (http://nikoseleftheriou.org)
March 10, 2012 at 10:38 am
I love angry birds! I am spending over 3 hours per day playing with my son!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=318#respond)

Arturo Catherwood (http://www.suple-market.pl)
March 12, 2012 at 5:35 am
I enjoy you because of your entire efforts on this site. Debby delights in participating in investigation and it’s really simple to grasp why. All of us learn all of the compelling ways you provide both useful and interesting tips and tricks by means of your website and as well inspire contribution from other individuals on that concept and my daughter is without a doubt studying a great deal. Take pleasure in the rest of the new year. Your conducting a fantastic job.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=320#respond)

alexis
March 12, 2012 at 9:05 am
i find the angry birds game pointless. it is not that addicting. you could easily stop if u wanted to. jus sit the ipad, phone or whatever down and stop. its easy.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=321#respond)


Eugene Galindo (http://thomasblog0.wordpress.com)
March 20, 2012 at 9:53 am
After research a few of the weblog posts on your web site now, and I really like your manner of blogging. I bookmarked it to my bookmark web site record and will likely be checking again soon. Pls try my site as well and let me know what you think.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=324#respond)

download free softwares (http://gayabarumalam.blogspot.com)

I can’t remember a lot the way i got right here, but boy oh yeah boy i truly did not need to hesitate and read a few of your items, they’re just fine works of writing and incredibly much great views on just about this hard subject. Rock on my friend.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=326#respond)

starkey hearing aid

Sometimes I contemplate if folks truly take time to publish something original, or are they only just dishing out words to fill a site. This certainly doesn’t fit that mold. Thank you for taking the time to write with awareness. From Time To Time I look at a page and question whether they even proofread it.Fantastic work with this article.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=327#respond)

Push Button SEO Review (http://pushbuttonseopro.weebly.com/)

Oh my goodness! Awesome article dude! Thank you, However I am encountering problems with your RSS. I don’t know the reason why I cannot join it. Is there anybody having similar RSS problems? Anybody who knows the answer will you kindly respond? Thanks!!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=328#respond)
It is very good article on the video game. I like to think of the pigs as the global elite (1%) and the angry birds as the 99%

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=329#respond)
I am happy to watch this YouTube video at this website, thus now I am also going to upload all my movies at YouTube web page.

http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=334#respond

robert
May 1, 2012 at 11:14 am

Angry Birds 10-15 3 stars walkthrough Theme 10 Gameplay Tutorial:


http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=336#respond

haber (http://www.habermi.com)
May 17, 2012 at 10:04 pm

thank you for all your efforts that you have put in this. Very interesting info. "Aim at heaven and you will get earth thrown in. Aim at earth and you get neither." by Clive Staples Lewis.

http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=339#respond

Laurie Haworth (http://owueoiuiedl.com)
August 20, 2012 at 11:15 am

Hiya. Very nice web site!! Guy .. Excellent .. Superb .. I'll bookmark your site and take the feeds also...I am happy to find so much useful info right here within the article. Thanks for sharing..

Bangers (http://epicbangers.com)

I discovered your blog website on google and examine a couple of your early posts. Proceed to maintain up the superb operate. I simply additional up your RSS feed to my MSN Information Reader. Looking for forward to studying more from you in a while!...

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=341#respond)

Dani

Hello. I am attending a Game development class and this article is so interesting! I posted a link within my class blog...hope this is fine with you!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=342#respond)

sony dsc rx100 digital camera (http://cybershotdscrx100.wordpress.com/)
September 17, 2012 at 6:07 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-343)

I like what you guys are doing. Such smart work and reporting! Keep up the superb works guys. I have incorporated you guys to my blogroll. I think it'll improve the value of my website.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=343#respond)

Angelo Robert (https://www.facebook.com/)

I am really glad that I arrived accross your blog site. As i have look at this site post of yours, I couldn't consent a lot more. Thanks for the facts that you just share. Definitely suitable. You might have pointed out the principle factors that should be emphasized. I am hunting ahead to examining your potential blogs. Thank you, Cheers mate!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=344#respond)
Yi Slaugenhaupt (http://meeting-rooms.weebly.com)

Fantastic post! I found it really useful.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=347#respond)

Roxana (http://www.xfire.com/blog/demetriaic/4449015/)

Magnificent web site. Lots of helpful info here. I am sending it to several pals ans additionally sharing in delicious.
And obviously, thank you for your sweat!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=350#respond)

Norris Stambough (http://www.zzz123wtf.com)
November 27, 2012 at 3:36 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-351)

Good day! I just would like to give an enormous thumbs up for the good info you've right here on this post. I will be coming back to your blog for extra soon.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=351#respond)

Tadg

A great blog .. but no mention of a users privacy experience on Angry Birds? The user has no ability to control Rovios collection and use of a range of data – such as location or UDIDs.
This should be fundamental to all app design.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=352#respond)
Lura Clinkscales (http://www.reddit.com/r/EPICBACON)

Good day! I just wish to give an enormous thumbs up for the good information you may have right here on this post. I shall be coming back to your blog for more soon.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=353#respond)

View similar (http://73587example-494678757.com)

Howdy! I just would like to offer you a big thumbs up for your great info you have here on this post. I'll be returning to your web site for more soon.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=355#respond)

cari jodoh (http://www.icupids.com)

This is one of the most intelligent blog posts I have seen in a long while. Your content is rich and you get straight to the point. Have you considered charging people for your valuable experience and insight?

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=356#respond)

Nerissa Shellito (https://twitter.com/heelingsole)
December 14, 2012 at 6:38 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-357)

greetings. I just want to give a big thanks for the nice data you've got here on this post. I shall be coming again to your site when I can.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=357#respond)
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1. **Veronique** (http://www.lasersmoothclinic.co.uk)

   December 19, 2012 at 9:15 am

   Very good blog post. I certainly love this website. Continue the good work!

   Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-358)

2. **Jamar Pavlov** (http://www.crollojpap1234.com)

   December 19, 2012 at 5:53 pm

   I quite like looking through a post that will make men and women think. Also, thanks for allowing me to comment!

   Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-359)


   December 25, 2012 at 1:45 pm

   Hello there! I just wish to give you a big thumbs up for the great info you've got right here on this post. I will be returning to your site for more soon.

   Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-360)

4. **Nicolas** (http://www.seopeak.co.uk)

   December 26, 2012 at 6:20 pm

   My wife is all day on this game. But still wondering why...

   Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-361)

5. **istanbul real estate** (http://istanbul-realestates.com)
Hi! I just would like to offer you a big thumbs up for the great info you have got here on this post. I'll be coming back to your site for more soon.

Reply

**istanbul real estate**

Hi there! I just wish to give you a huge thumbs up for your excellent info you have got right here on this post. I will be coming back to your website for more soon.

Reply

**unnützes wissen**

I blog often and I genuinely appreciate your content. This article has truly peaked my interest. I will take a note of your site and keep checking for new details about once per week. I subscribed to your RSS feed too.

Reply

**Dude**

Hi, thanks for the nice analysis!

One question for you or anyone on Angry Birds’ UX interface, and why you don’t think anyone has noticed or fixed this:

Most people are right handed and want to launch the birds with their right hands, so when you do use your index finger of your right hand on say the iPad version of Angry Birds, as you pull back the slingshot, your hand obscures the play area which is annoying and makes me
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tilt the iPad at an angle in order to not have my palm obscure the pigs as much when I launch birds.

Why not just have the game right to left, so you'd have more viewable game area? After reading your article, I'm assuming this isn't a mistake and that subtlety make the game harder?

What do you think?

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=365#respond)

Charles L. Mauro CHFP (http://www.mauronewmedia.com)

Interesting point...Not sure what the designers had in mind.

CM

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=366#respond)

redbird (http://www.angrybirds365.com)

What makes video games so addictive? In a word, escapism, and given how bleak the world is nowadays, it is no wonder to me that people are looking for escapes anywhere and everywhere they can.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=367#respond)

Humberto (http://photo.leysamfotos.com/displayimage.php?album=5&pos=1)
January 21, 2013 at 1:06 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-368)

Hello mates, good paragraph and pleasant arguments commented here, I am truly enjoying by these.
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achat kamas dosuf (http://acheterkamasdofusaudiotel.com)
January 24, 2013 at 5:22 pm
I truly love your blog. Great colors & theme. Did you build this amazing site yourself? Please reply back as I'm planning to create my very own website and would love to learn where you got this from or exactly what the theme is named. Cheers!

australia casino bonus (http://aussiebonusreviews.com/)
January 26, 2013 at 9:07 pm
You made some decent points there. I checked on the internet to find out more about the issue and found most individuals will go along with your views on this web site.

online slots (http://aussiebonusreviews.com/)
January 26, 2013 at 9:14 pm
Oh my goodness! Amazing article dude! Thank you, However I am having troubles with your RSS. I don't understand the reason why I can't subscribe to it. Is there anybody getting the same RSS issues? Anyone that knows the solution can you kindly respond? Thanks!!

iGameOutlet.com (http://igameoutlet.com/contact.php)
January 27, 2013 at 1:30 pm
Hi there! This blog post could not be written any better! Looking through this article reminds me of my previous roommate! He always kept talking about this. I will forward this article to him. Fairly certain he will have a very good read. I appreciate you for sharing!
Chris P
February 12, 2013 at 7:06 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-374)

Brilliant article, exactly what I was hoping to find and more. And great comments too.

There's another article that talks about another dimension of Angry Bird's popularity – its promotion, community, etc.
http://www.elearningmag.info/?p=73
It is the second of two great articles.

I also appreciated that the initially wobbling structures implied fragility, giving you the expectation of success. There is something innate about enjoying destroying stuff, as any parent of a 2-yr old boy can attest, (I'd love to know the gender of players). Your repertoire of knowledge is both tactile and strategic. Often you succeed for unintended reasons, providing random blasts of perceived luck. The slow collapse of structures is edge of your seat suspenseful and exciting, as you urge particular structures to fall in particular ways. Occasionally a level is easier than the trend, giving a bit of a breather. The UI is perfect for imprecise touchscreens, in that precision is only ever needed slowly. Free daily awards keep you coming back and ensure you keep in-game purchases enabled (as disabling them disables the freebies). I found one egg, and assume this encourages people to dig deeper. It uses the classic good versus evil narrative, although it is so simple and auxiliary I'm not sure it makes a lot of difference. And success involves a SEQUENCE of correct catapults, so if you get a few partly right, (or even just promisingly close), and then you make a mistake, you have reason to expect you are capable of doing better on your next attempt. The slight randomness of the physics engine encourages you to hope for luck.
friv juegos (http://www.juegos.ms)
April 26, 2013 at 1:55 am (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-375)

This is amazing how something so "junkie" and disposable can look so beautiful when placed artfully!! Well done!

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=375#respond)

Coleman Servano (http://www.abracadama.com)

Way cool! Some very valid points! I appreciate you penning this post and also the rest of the website is also really good.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=377#respond)

May 9, 2014 at 2:28 pm (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/#comment-386)

Good post. I learn something new and challenging on blogs I stumbleupon everyday. It’s always interesting to read articles from other authors and practice something from other websites.

Reply (http://www.mauronewmedia.com/blog/why-angry-birds-is-so-successful-a-cognitive-teardown-of-the-user-experience/?replytocom=386#respond)
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